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Writing as one of the four skills in English has an important role for undergraduate 
students. This is because writing is productive skill which can build and rebuild the 
student’s motivation in mastering language. Writing is a basic skill for students, 
because it can improve students’ abilities in mastering language. In the process, writing 
skills has so many problems and solutions to enrich student’s capabilities.  
According to Harmer (2007), “writing is used as practice tool to help students practice 
and work with language they have been studying”. For example, ask a class to write 
five sentences using a given structure, or using five of the new words or phrases they 
have been learning. Writing activities like this are designed to give reinforcement to 
students. Another kind of writing for learning to occur is when we have students write 
sentences in preparation for some other activities. Brown (2001) claims that writing is 
a way of life, it means that in order to succeed in a course, students should express 
themselves with some oral skills and written skills about their ideas and abilities. When 
students can generate some ideas, thoughts and feelings in written, they have already 
succeeded to be creative students in processing some information.  
Population for this research is one purposed random sampling of second grade English 
Department students. The writer tries to get the sample only 20 students, which were 
taken from 90 students of second grade populations furthermore the writer tries to 
choose students with high cumulative mark and low cumulative mark to get the 
varieties problems of Essay Writing.      
The writer obtained the instrument of data by using some questionnaires and interview 
for students in order to analyze whether the problem of writing essay and teaching 
techniques of writing essays.  
INTRODUCTION  
Writing as one of the four skills in English has an important role for undergraduate 
students. This is because “writing is productive skill which can build and rebuild the 
student’s skill in mastering language” (writing a research paper; 1997). As the writer 
said writing as productive skill so the writer thinks that writing is a basic skill for 
students, because it can improve students’ abilities. In the process, writing skill has so 
many problems. 
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Brown (2001) claims that writing is a way of life, it means that in order to 
succeed in a course, students should express themselves with some oral skills and 
written skills about their ideas and abilities. When students can generate some ideas, 
thoughts and feelings in written, they have already succeeded to be creative students in 
processing some information.  
 In the writer’s perceptions writing is the basic skill for second grade at STKIP 
Garut because it can be their materials for the paper in the end of studying. It can be 
proved by so many students who cannot do their paper because they are not well 
prepared.  
The university as the highest level of education gives some objectives for the 
writing subjects based on their students’ grades. In this case, STKIP Garut as one of 
the education colleges emphasizes the writing among the students in order to make 
them able in writing scientific paper and it needs good development from the students 
especially in making paragraph.  
 In case that, few students are not mastering the writing skill at their grade right 
now, so it will affect their whole skills because they are connecting each other as 
language skills.  
 This thinking makes the writer want to discuss, analyze, and reveal especially 
in the causes and the process of writing teaching and learning. The writer tries to 
analyze the theory and the approach of English writing toward the students at university 
level especially in second grade.  
 The writer feels that the writing process is the basic process in English teaching 
and learning program so, college students must have an excellent analysis about the 
method and the approach. The writer finds out that common methods used need to be 
examined and compared with other methods. The writer diagnoses that the writing 
materials also have the important role in teaching and learning process in grade level 
of college because it can help to build the foundation of their skill in writing for facing 
the further level such as making the paper. This can be seen by so many students at the 
fourth grade right now cannot write their own paper without any help from the lecturer.   
 The writer has some assumptions about the materials which needed to be 
practiced toward the learners, by using fundamentals of writing such as choosing the 
topic, general and specific topic, the paragraph unity and the process of writing a 
paragraph. 
 The writer also gets an assumption about the method or approach which needed 
to be done by the educators in order to have interesting situations of teaching and 
learning process, as examples the direct method or audio-lingual method. In approach 
side, the writer thinks that communicative language teaching can be a good solution in 
approaching the learners.   
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The writer has some purposes from this research, (1) To analyze the difficulties 
in writing essays among second grade of English Department in STKIP Garut, (2) To 
observe the approaches which are given by the teacher in writing essay processes in 
encountering the writing Essay problems.  
Research Method 
 The writer uses a focused descriptive methodology through the research of 
qualitative research way because the writer wants to determine, analyze, and examine 
the difficulties which came from students’ through books, articles, papers towards 
English writing essays in grade level of colleges. 
 “Descriptive study may classify order and correlate data seeking to describe 
relationship that are discoverable in phenomena themselves”. (Surjakusumah, 2006:2). 
It may get the correlation data with the fact which must be studied by the writer for 
having the conclusion in this analysis.  
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  
Trends in the teaching of writing in ESL and other foreign languages have, not 
surprisingly, coincided with those of teaching of other skills, especially listening and 
speaking. Communicative language teaching gathered momentum in the 1980’s, the 
teacher learned more and more about how to teach fluency, not just accuracy, how to 
use authentic text and context in the classroom, how to focus on the purpose of 
linguistic communication, an how to capitalize on learners intrinsic motives to learn. 
Those same trends and the principles that undergirded them also applied to advance in 
the teaching of writing on second language context.  
One of the issues in this history will be highlighted for consideration as teacher 
prepares to teach writing skills.  
Process Vs Products  
A few decades ago writing teachers were mostly concerned with the final product of 
writing: the essays, the report, the story, and what that product should “look” like. 
Compositions were supposed to (a) meet certain standards of prescribed English 
rhetorical style, (b) reflect accurate grammar, and (c) be organized in conformity with 
what the audience would consider to be conventional. A good deal of attention was 
placed on” model” composition that students would emulate and on how well students 
final product measured up against a list of criteria that included content, organization , 
vocabulary use, grammatical use, and mechanical consideration, such as spelling and 
punctuation.  
Process approaches do most of the following (adapted from Shih, 1986):     
a. Focus on the process of writing that leads to the final written product;  
b. Help students writers to understand there own composing process;  
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c. Help them to build repertoires of strategies for prewriting, drafting, and 
rewriting; 
d. Give students time to write and rewrite;  
e. Placed central importance on the process of revision;  
f. Lets students discover what they wanted to say as they write.    
a. Theories of Essays   
The kind of writing essay teacher asks to do will depend, as most other things do, on 
their age, level, learning styles and interests. In order to help students write successfully 
and enthusiastically in different styles, there are three separate issues:  
Genre  
One of our decision about what to get students to write depend on what genres teachers 
think they need to write in. a genre is a type of writing essay which students would 
instantly recognize for what it was. Thus, recognizing a small ad in a newspaper at the 
moment because, being members of a particular group, students will have seen many 
such texts before and are familiar with the way the texts are constructed.  
The writing essay process  
When students are writing for writing essay, the students will involved in the process 
of writing. In real world this typically involves planning then drafting next is reviewing 
and the last is editing what students have written and then producing a final version. 
Many people have thought that this is a linear process, but a closer examination of how 
writes of all different kinds are involved in the writing essay process suggest that all 
people do all of these things again and again, sometimes in a chaotic order. Thus 
teacher and students may plan, draft, re-plan, draft, edit, re-edit, re-plan, etc before they 
produce the final version.  
Building the writing essay habit  
One other issue, which teacher can refer to as building the writing essay habit, deserves 
mention here. Many students either think or say that they cannot, or do not want to 
write an essay. This may be because they lack confidence, think it’s boring or believe 
they have “nothing to say. Teacher need to engage them, from early levels, with 
activities which are easy and enjoyable to take part in, so that writing activities not only 
become a normal part of classroom life but also reason opportunities for students to 
achieve almost instant success.  
b. Definition of Analysis 
A further step in analysis is the distinction between dictionary-based (quantitative) 
approaches and qualitative approaches. Dictionary-based approaches set up a list of 
categories derived from the frequency list of words and control the distribution of 
words and their respective categories over the texts. While methods in quantitative 
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content analysis in this way transform observations of found categories into 
quantitative statistical data, the qualitative content analysis focuses more on the 
intentionality and its implications.  
 Dermot McKeone (1995) has highlighted the difference between prescriptive 
analysis and open analysis. In prescriptive analysis, the context is a closely-defined set 
of communication parameters (e.g. specific messages, subject matter); open analysis 
identifies the dominant messages and subject matter within the text. 
 Qualitatively, content analysis can involve any kind of analysis where 
communication content (speech, written text, interviews, images ...) is categorized and 
classified. In its beginnings, using the first newspapers at the end of 19th century, 
analysis was done manually by measuring the number of lines and amount of space 
given a subject. With the rise of common computing facilities like PCs, computer-
based methods of analysis are growing in popularity. Answers to open ended questions, 
newspaper articles, political party manifestoes, medical records or systematic 
observations in experiments can all be subject to systematic analysis of textual data. 
By having contents of communication available in form of machine readable texts, the 
input is analyzed for frequencies and coded into categories for building up inferences. 
 Robert Philip Weber (1990) notes: "To make valid inferences from the text, it 
is important that the classification procedure be reliable in the sense of being consistent: 
Different people should code the same text in the same way. The validity, inter-coder 
reliability and intra-coder reliability are subject to intense methodological research 
efforts over long years (Krippendorf: 2004). 
 Analysis is an examination from the component part of a subject. 
(http://artdictionary.com.analysis/5595). Analysis is study of something by examining 
its parts. (Oxford Learner’s pocket dictionary; 1995) 
 It is clear about the definition of analysis as an examination, it is to exam the 
components from one subject for this case is the writing essays in how students see and 
understand it as a basic skills in English. 
c. Definition of Essay 
Essay is a piece of writing several paragraphs long instead of just one or two paragraphs 
(Writing Academic English Third Edition; Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue, Longman). 
It is form of paragraphs which systematically written with one topic or thesis statement. 
The main idea in one essay is not the whole of the paragraphs but it is only the first 
paragraph with thesis statement inside.  
 Essay is short piece of writing on one subject (Oxford Learners pocket 
dictionary; 1995). In essay, students only need one topic to discuss, they can write one 
essay in various ways from descriptive, narrative, expository, etc. it doesn’t only need 
in specific ways but also they can write the essay generally. 
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d. Definition of Writing 
According to David F. Dalton (TESL Journal, Vol. III, No. 5, February 1998), he 
defines;”Writing is the process of describe the ideas of process, with the intention of 
forming words and other language constructions.” (The Internet TESL Journal, Vol. 
III, No. 5, February 1998). 
 Writing in this part has a general perception as process of description from 
characters. At this level writing only make students able to form words through 
language which they learn if it has been done by the students so they have already 
succeeded for this level.  
 According to Oshima, Writing is a form of expression which needs to be 
developed since childhood (Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue, Longman). If so is not the 
case, then there are many ways of learning how to write. The important point while 
working on your writing skills is to know where you are falling short. This way the 
focus will be determined. Always remember, that the best write-ups are those which 
come from the heart so originality cannot be compromised. 
 When some students try to write as they like, the teachers don’t have to be angry 
because students must write something they like so they can be free in writing even 
though they produce some errors but it’s normally happening when someone writes. 
The students must be free in their writing process, the teachers only as a guide who 
direct their student to write in good structural forms. 
e. The functions of writing for the students  
According to Harmer (2007), writing is used as practice tool to help students practice 
and work with language they have been studying. For example, ask a class to write five 
sentences using a given structure, or using five of the new words or phrases they have 
been learning. Writing activities like this are designed to give reinforcement to 
students. Another kind of writing for learning occurs when we have students write 
sentences in preparation for some other activity. In the other opinion about writing, it 
can be defined as the act of putting letters, symbols, numbers, or words on paper or a 
computer screen. Writing is used to express and explain ideas. 
 So for this purposes students must not be a difficult learners because writing 
actually as a description of their minds about something with using languages, but 
maybe in this case they don’t have a good skills of writing because they lack of writing 
skill or maybe they event scared to write because they afraid to make a mistake and if 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter deals with findings and discussion on research result.  










1.  I know something about 
thesis statement. 
 14 6   
States the main topic   7 13   
Often lists the subvisions of 
the topic or subtopics 
 5 15   
May indicate the method of  
organization of the entire 
paper  
 10 10   
Is usually the last sentence 
in the introductory 
paragraph 
 2 18   
 Total of percentage   38% 62%   
Table 1.1 
Interpretation:  
As 62% students not sure with the thesis statements interpretation and 38% of the 
students agreed with the interpretation, this had tendency that the students didn’t really 










2. I know something about 
introductory paragraph. 
 15  5  
It introduces the topic of the 
essay 
 17 3   
It gives a general 
background of the topic  
 10 10   
It often indicates the overall 
“plan” of the essay  
 13 7   
It should arouse the reader’s 
interest in the topic  
 8 12   
 Total percentage   63% 32% 5%  
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Interpretation:  
63% of the students Agreed with the interpretation of introductory paragraph, this 
indicated that most of the students knew well what the introductory paragraph is.  
No Question Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
3. I know something about 
body of paragraph  
 16 4   
The ideas you write are 
intended to the right  
  5 15  
As you move to the 
right, the ideas become 
more and more specific  
 17 3   
 Total percentage   55% 5.15% 25%  
Table 1.3 
Interpretation:  
A positive thing from the students could be known from their knowledge about body 
of the paragraph with 55% of respondents gave agree statements of the interpretation.  
No Question Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
4. I know something about 
concluding  
Paragraph 
 16 4   
A summary of the main 
points or a restatement of 
your thesis in different 
words  
 15 5   
Your final comment on the 
subject, based on the 
information you have 
provided 
 14 6   
 Total percentage   75% 25%   
Table 1.4 
Interpretation:  
Most of the students could understand well about the interpretation of concluding 
paragraph. But unfortunately still 25% of the students could not understand about the 
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Make The Essays   
No Questions Hard Medium Easy 
5. How do you feel when you make thesis 
statement? 
12 5 3 
 TOTAL PERCENTAGE  60% 25% 15% 
Table 2.1 
Interpretation:  
Most of the students felt hard in making thesis statements with 60% of the respondents. 
It was proof that so many students were enable to write a thesis statement.  
No Questions Hard Medium Easy 
6. How do you feel when you make introductory 
paragraph? 
13 4 3 
 TOTAL PERCENTAGE  65% 20% 15% 
Table 2.2 
Interpretation:  
65% of 20 respondents felt hard in producing introductory paragraph in the essays. 
Only 15% or 3 respondents who felt it was easy in making introductory paragraph. 
No Questions Hard Medium Easy 
7. How do you feel when you make body of 
paragraph? 
14 3 3 
 Total percentage  70% 15% 15% 
Table 2.3 
Interpretation:  
70% of the students could not write the body of the paragraph in form of essays.  
No Questions Hard Medium Easy 
8. How do you feel when you make concluding 
paragraph? 
2 13 5 
 Total percentage  10% 65% 25% 
Table 2.4 
Interpretation: 
About 65% of respondents felt it was not too hard and easy in forming a concluding 
paragraph, so contrast with the percentage of making introductory and body of the 
paragraph in essay.  
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9.  You rarely read 
some books  
20     
 Total percentage  100%     
Table 3.1 
Interpretation: 
It had been predicted by the writer that most of the students rarely read some books 
relating with the subject. It was proved by 100 % of respondents rarely read some 
books.  
No Components of 
Students’ difficulties  
Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
10. You rarely practice to 
write simple essay  
18   2  
 Total percentage  90%   10%  
Table 3.2 
Interpretation:  
Beside reading some books the respondents also rarely practice in making a simple 
essay, and 90 % admitted about it.  
No Components of 
Students’ difficulties  
Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
11. You are too lazy in 
studying writing  
15   5  
 Total percentage  75%   25%  
Table 3.3 
Interpretation:  
75% of the respondents felt too lazy in studying writing and 25 % of the respondents 
didn’t feel too lazy in studying writing.  
No Components of 
Students’ difficulties  
Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
12. You think that writing is 
not important lesson in 
STKIP  
 1  15 4 
 Total percentage   5%  75% 20% 
Table 3.4 
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Interpretation:  
75% of the respondents felt disagree with the statement that writing was not important 
lesson in STKIP, 20% felt strongly disagree, and 5 % felt agree with the statement that 
writing was not important lesson in STKIP.  
 The Treatment 





Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
13.  You must to read 
a lot  
20     
 Total percentage  100%     
Table 4.1 
Interpretation:  
100% of the respondent strongly agreed that the students must read a lot if the students 
wanted to make a good essays.  





Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
14. you must practice 
to make an essay  
20     
 Total percentage  100%     
Table 4.2 
Interpretation:  
All of the respondents felt that the students must practice to make an essay. It was 
proved by 100% respondents agreed that the students must practice to make an essay. 
No Strategy for overcoming 
those difficulties  
Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
15. You must discuss about 
writing with your friends  
20     
 Total percentage  100%     
Table 4.3 
Interpretation:  
All of the respondents strongly agreed with the statement the students must discuss 
about writing with friends.  
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No Strategy for 
overcoming 
those difficulties  
Strongly  
Agree  
Agree  Not 
sure  
Disagree  Strongly  
Disagree  
16. You must discuss 
about writing 
with your lecture  
20     
 TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE  
100%     
Table 4.4 
Interpretation:  
All of the students also strongly agreed that the students must discuss their writing 
problem with the lecturer.  
CONCLUSION 
The main problem of the students of the second grade English Department in STKIP 
Garut is the students don’t really understand the part of making essays because they 
rarely read some books and the students fell too lazy in learning the writing subjects. 
Another problem is there is no time for consultation between students and lecture, 
maybe it because there is no special subject in making essays.  
 The subject of writing essays should be given in overcoming the problems of 
English students, as we know that writing skill is productive skill which can be 
practiced by habitual.  
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